We present a recurrent neural net (RNN) model of text normalization -defined as the mapping of written text to its spoken form, and a description of the open-source dataset that we used in our experiments. We show that while the RNN model achieves very high overall accuracies, there remain errors that would be unacceptable in a speech application like TTS. We then show that a simple FST-based filter can help mitigate those errors. Even with that mitigation challenges remain, and we end the paper outlining some possible solutions. In releasing our data we are thereby inviting others to help solve this problem.
Introduction
Within the last few years a major shift has taken place in speech and language technology: the field has been taken over by neural deep learning approaches. This change is surely justified by the impressive performance gains to be had by deep learning, something that has been demonstrated in a range of areas from image processing, handwriting recognition, acoustic modeling in automatic speech recognition (ASR), waveform synthesis for text-to-speech (TTS), machine translation, parsing, and go playing to name but a few. While improvements with neural models have been significant, it is of course also true that such systems make errors, and depending upon the application and the type of error, the result may range from amusing to unacceptable. In this paper we present an application where the bar is rather high on what counts as an "acceptable" error, namely text normalization, in the sense of a system that converts from a written representation of a text into a representation of how that text is to be read aloud -typically a sequence of fully spelled words. The target applications are TTS and ASR (in the latter case mostly for generating language modeling data from raw written text). This problem, while often considered mundane, is very important, and a major source of degradation of perceived quality in TTS systems can be traced to problems with text normalization.
We start by describing why this application area is different other areas like machine translation. Then, after summarizing prior work, we describe our open-source dataset, followed by some experiments we have conducted using recurrent neural nets (RNNs). The RNNs produce very good results when measured in terms of overall accuracy, but they produce errors that would make them risky to use in a real application. We also demonstrate that these errors can be ameliorated with a simple FST-based filter used in tandem with the RNN. We end by suggesting some further ways in which the performance might be improved, and we also invite others to research this problem based on the dataset we have provided.
Why text normalization is different
To lay the groundwork for discussion, consider that a native speaker of English would read example 1 as something like 2:
1. A baby giraffe is 6ft tall and weighs 150lb.
2.
A baby giraffe is six feet tall and weighs one hundred fifty pounds.
In the original written form there are two non-standard words [1] , namely the two measure expressions 6ft and 150lb. In order to read the text, each of these must be normalized into a sequence of ordinary words. In this case both examples are instances of the same semiotic class [2] , namely measure phrases. But in general texts may include non-standard word sequences from a variety of different semiotic classes, including measures, currency amounts, dates, times, telephone numbers, cardinal or ordinal numbers, fractions, among many others. Each of these involves a specific relation mapping between the written input form and the spoken output form. If one were to train a deep-learning system for text normalization, one might consider presenting the system with a large number of input-output pairs such as:
six feet tall <self> and <self> weighs <self> 150lb one hundred fifty pounds . sil
Here we use a special token <self> to indicate that the input is to be left alone. In principle this seems like a reasonable approach, but there are a few issues that need to be considered. First, data of the kind described above needs to be created. Unlike the case of machine translation, where people often translate texts into other languages, and where it is therefore possible to find parallel or near-parallel texts, people rarely feel the need to create normalized versions of text. Thus the training data for a text normalization system needs to be created for every language where we would like to train such a system.
Secondly the set of "interesting" cases in text normalization is usually very sparse: most tokens, as we can see in the example, map to themselves, and while it is certainly important to get that right, one generally does not get any credit for doing so either. What is evaluated in text normalization systems is the interesting cases, the numbers, times, dates, measure expressions, currency amounts, and so forth, that require special treatment.
This leads directly to the third point, namely that with text normalization, the requirements on accuracy are rather stringent: if the text reads 381 kg, then an English TTS system had better say three hundred eighty one kilograms, or maybe three hundred eighty one kilogram, but certainly not four hundred eighty two centimeters. But these kinds of "silly" errors are errors that neural models trained on these sorts of data will make, as we demonstrate below. In contrast, a well-constructed hand-built system such as [3] might be brittle and fail for many classes of cases, but it would not produce errors of the kind we have just described. So one can have high overall accuracy, but a few bad errors of the kind just described make the system unusable. This is in stark contrast to the situation with neural MT, where such errors also occur [4] , but where errors are better tolerated so long as the system has a better BLEU score.
Prior work on text normalization
Text normalization has a long history in speech technology, dating back to the earliest work on full TTS synthesis [5] . [6] provided a unifying model for most text normalization problems in terms of weighted finite-state transducers (WFSTs). The first work treating the problem of text normalization as essentially a language modeling problem was [1] . More recent machine learning work specifically addressed to TTS text normalization includes [7, 8, 9] . In the last few years there has been a lot of work that focuses on social media [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , with some recent neural work in this space [22, 23] . Such work tends to focus on different problems from those of TTS: on the one hand one, in social media one often has to deal with odd spellings of words such as cu l8r, cooooooooooooollll, or dat suxxx, which are less of an issue in most applications of TTS; on the other, for example, expansion of digit sequences into words is critical for TTS, but of no interest to the normalization of social media texts.
Dataset
Our data consists of 1.1 billion words of English text, and 290 million words of Russian text, from Wikipedia regions that could be decoded as UTF8, divided into sentences, and run through the Google TTS system's Kestrel text normalization system to produce verbalizations; see [3] for details on how Kestrel works. The problem for present purposes, then, is for the system to learn to reconstruct what an already existing hand-built system does. The format of the annotated data is as in Section 1. Semiotic class instances are verbalized as sequences of fully spelled words, most ordinary words are left alone (represented here as <self>), and punctuation symbols are mostly transduced to sil (for "silence").
The data were divided into 90 files (roughly 90%) for training, 5 files for online evaluation during training (the "development" set), and 5 for testing. In the test results reported below, we used the first 100K tokens of the final file (99) of the test data, including the end-of-sentence marker, working out to about 92K real tokens for English and 93K real tokens for Russian. A manual analysis of about 1,000 examples from the test data suggests an overall Kestrel error rate of approximately 0.1% for English and 2.1% for Russian. The largest category of errors for Russian involves years being read as cardinal numbers rather than the expected ordinal form. Despite these errors there is no a priori reason to believe that the current task is any less valid than working with hand-annotated data would be. Note that although the test data were of course taken from a different portion of the Wikipedia text than the training and development data, nonetheless a huge percentage of the individual tokens of the test data -98.9% in the case of Russian and 99.5% in the case of Englishwere found in the training set. The data are available at https: //github.com/rwsproat/text-normalization-data.
Attention-based RNN model
We model text normalization as a sequence-to-sequence problem [24] , in particular modeling the task as one where we map a sequence of input characters to a sequence of output words. For the input, the string must be in terms of characters, since for a token like 123, one needs to see the individual digits to know how to read it; similarly it helps to see the individual characters for a possibly OOV word such as snarky to classify it as a token to be left alone (<self>). On the other hand it is desirable to have the output be in terms of words, since if nothing else this shortens the output sequences to be computed.
We use a Tensor Flow [25] model with an attention mechanism [26] . Attention models are crucial to sequence-tosequence problems with a larger number of steps, since they are able to propagate new information from the encoder states to the decoder at each output step, through the use of the attention mechanism. Our architecture follows closely that of [27] . Specifically, we used a 4-layer bidirectional LSTM reader (but without the pyramidal structure in [27] ) that reads input characters, a layer of 256 attentional units, and a 2-layer decoder that produces word sequences. The reader is referred to [27] for more details of the framework.
We learn to predict on a token-by-token basis placing each successive token in a (sliding) window of 3 tokens to the left and 3 to the right, marking the to-be-normalized token with a distinctive begin and end tag <norm>...</norm>. Thus the token 123 in the context I live at ... King Ave . would appear as I live at <norm> 123 </norm> King Ave . on the input side, which would map to one twenty three on the output side. This representation helps to limit the number of input and output nodes over what one would need if one modeled the mapping from a full input sentence to its verbalization.
The training, development and testing data were the same as described in Section 4 above. The English RNN was trained for about five and a half days (460K steps) on 8 GPUs until the perplexity on the held-out data was 1.003; Russian was trained for five days (400K steps), reaching a perplexity of 1.002. See [28] for some further details on the training.
Results
Results on the full training set are shown in Table 1 for English and Russian.
1 Some problematic errors involving wrong units, and other problems are shown in Table 2 .
As noted above, even though the test data are obviously from a completely separate portion of Wikipedia from the training and evaluation data, there is considerable overlap in individual tokens. Could the system simply be memorizing? Evidently not, since for English, 90.6% of the cases not found in the training data were correctly produced (compared to 99.8% of 1 Key non-obvious semiotic classes: ALL = all cases; PLAIN = ordinary word (<self>); PUNCT = punctuation (sil); TRANS = transliteration; LETTERS = letter sequence; CARDINAL = cardinal number; VERBATIM = verbatim reading of character sequence; ORDINAL = ordinal number; DECIMAL = decimal fraction; ELECTRONIC = electronic address; DIGIT = digit sequence; MONEY = currency amount; FRACTION = non-decimal fraction; TIME = time expression. N is sometimes slightly different for each training condition since in a few cases the model produces no output, and we discount those cases -thus in effect giving the model the benefit of the doubt. The results just reported depended on impractically large amounts of training data. To develop a system for a new language one needs a system that could be trained on data sets of a size that one could expect a team of native speakers to handlabel. Assuming one is willing to invest a few weeks' of work with a small team, it is not out of the question that one could label about 10 million words of Wikipedia-style text. 2 With this point in mind, we retrained the systems on 11.4 million tokens of English from the beginning of the original training set, and 11.9 million tokens of Russian. The system was trained for about 7 days for both languages, until the system had achieved a perplexity on held-out data of 1.002 and for Russian 1.007.
Results are presented in Table 4 . The overall performance is not greatly different from the system trained on the larger dataset, and in some places is actually better. The test data overlapped with the training data in 96.9% of the tokens for English and 95.5% for Russian, with the accuracy of the non-overlapped tokens being 95.0% for English and 93.5% for Russian.
The errors made by the system are comparable to errors we have already seen, though in English the errors in this case seem to be more concentrated in the reading of numeric dates. Clearly then, the attention-based models are able to achieve, with reasonable-sized data, performances that are close to what it achieves with larger training data. That said, the system of course still makes "silly" errors, meaning that it will not suffice on its own as the text normalization component of a TTS system.
Finite-state filters
As we saw in the previous section, an approach that uses attention-based sequence-to-sequence models can produce extremely high accuracies, but is still prone to occasionally producing output that is completely misleading given the input. What if we apply some additional knowledge to filter the output so that it removes silly analyses? One way to do this is to inject knowledge into the decoding by means of a weak covering grammar. For example one can construct an FST that maps from expressions of the form <number> <measure_abbreviation> to a cardinal or decimal number and the possible verbalizations of the measure abbreviation. Thus 24.2kg might verbalize as twenty four point two kilogram or twenty four point two kilograms. The FST thus implements an overgenerating grammar that includes the correct verbalization, but allows other verbalizations as well. Such grammars are easy to develop -significantly easier than a full-blown finite-state grammar such as required by Kestrel. They can be used to guide the system in cases where it is error prone, a useful feature in any practical application of a neural system.
We constructed a simple Thrax grammar [29] to cover MEA-SURE and MONEY expressions, two classes where the RNN is particularly prone to produce silly readings. The grammar incorporates language-specific lexical information (kg is kilogram/kilograms) as well as a number name FST that is learned from a few hundred examples using the algorithm from [30] .
During decoding, the FST is composed with the input token being considered by the RNN. If the composition fails -e.g. because this token is not one of the classes that the FST handles -then the decoding will proceed as it normally would via the RNN alone. If the composition succeeds, then the FST is projected to the output, and the resulting output lattice is used to restrict the possible outputs from the RNN. Since the input was a specific token -e.g. 2kg -the output lattice will include only sequences that may be verbalizations of that token. This output lattice is transformed so that all prefixes of the output are also allowed (e.g. two is allowed as well as two kilograms). This can be done simply by walking the states in the lattice, and making all non-final states final. However, we wish to give a strong reward for traversing the whole lattice from the initial to an original final state, and so the exit cost for original final states is set to a very low negative value.
The RNN decoder queries the lattice with a sequence of labels, the object being to find the possible transitions to the next labels and their cost. The label sequence is first transformed into a trivial acceptor, to which is concatenated an FSA that accepts any single output token, and thus has a branching factor of |V|, the size of the output vocabulary. This FSA is then composed with the lattice. For strings in the FSA that match against the lattice, the cost will be the exit cost at that state in the lattice; for strings that fail the cost will be infinity. Suppose that the input sequence starts with two hundred, and that the output lattice allows two hundred kilogram or two hundred kilograms. Then the FST will return a score of infinity for the label milligram, for example. However for kilogram or kilograms it will return a non-infinite cost, and indeed since exiting on one of these corresponds to an original final state of the grammar, it will accrue the reward discussed above. These costs are then summed with the RNN's own (log probability) scores for the sequence. Since all prefixes of the sequences allowed by the grammar are also allowed, the RNN could produce two hundred as the output, but it will get a substantial reward for finishing the sequence (two hundred kilogram or two hundred kilograms). This is usually sufficient to guide the RNN to better path. 3 Accuracies in English for the unfiltered and filtered RNN outputs, where the RNN is trained on the smaller training set described in the previous section, are given in Table 5a . The MEA-SURE and MONEY sets show substantial improvement. None of the other semiotic classes are affected, exactly as desired.
In order to focus in on the differences between the filtered and unfiltered models, we prepared a different subset of the final training file that was rich in MEASURE and MONEY expressions. Specifically, we selected 1,000 sentences, each of which had one expression in that category. We then decoded with the models trained on the smaller training set, with and without the FST filter. Results are presented in Table 5b . Once again, the FST filter improves the overall accuracy for MONEY and MEA-SURE, leaving the other classes unaffected. Some examples of the improvements in both categories are shown in Table 3 not help is cases where the grammar fails to match against the input and the RNN alone is used to predict the output. These cases included 1/2 cc, 30' (for thirty feet), 80', 7000 hg (which uses the unusual unit hectogram), and 600 billion kWh (the measure grammar did not allow for a spelled number like billion). In some other cases, the FST does not constrain the RNN enough: 1 g still comes out as one grams, since the FST allows this, but this is more "acceptable" since it is at least not misleading.
Similar results were obtained for a MEASURE-MONEYrich set where none of the tokens had previously been seen in the training data, as well as for Russian: the reader is referred to [28] for details. All in all then, the FST-filtration approach seems to be a viable way to improve the quality of the output for semiotic classes where the RNN is prone to make errors.
Discussion
We have presented an attention-based RNN for text normalization for speech applications. While the model performs well overall, it has a propensity to make errors that would make it risky to use in an application such as TTS. We have also proposed augmenting the system with an FST filter, and shown that this approach can dramatically improve performance.
In future work we are investigating other techniques for improving performance of the RNN, including augmenting training data with synthetic examples produced by overgenerating grammars reestimated using EM, autoencoding using unannotated data [32] , and better tailored loss functions. As we noted before, the data used in our experiments is available open-source. We invite others to make use of the data and perhaps come up with better solutions than what we have reported here.
